In today’s societal context is the concept of the public library as we know it today valid for tomorrow’s communities and realities?
TRADITIONAL LIBRARY = INFRASTRUCTURE

- Limited public outreach capabilities
- More space allocated to physical collection than people space
95% of Americans agree that the materials and resources available at public libraries play an important role in giving everyone a chance to succeed.

95% of Americans say having a public library improves the quality of life in a community.

Source: Pew Research Center Surveys on Libraries
23% of those who have ever used a public library said they feel like they know all or most of the services and programs their library offers.

54% of Americans ages 16 and older have used a public library in some way in the past 12 months.

Source: Pew Research Center Surveys on Libraries
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>Reduction in average general collection circulation between 1998 and 2008 among academic libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59%</td>
<td>Reduction in average weekly reference requests between 1998 and 2008 among academic libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13%</td>
<td>Average annual circulation rate from open stacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2%</td>
<td>Average annual circulation rate from high-density storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Matthew Pellish, CSU Fullerton, “Redefining the Academic Library: Managing the Migration to Digital Information Services,” 2011
PRECEDEMTS

- Highlighted Innovative Library of Today
  Seattle Library

- Alternative Projects
  Open Air Library
The library represents, maybe with the prison, the last of the uncontested moral universes. The moral goodness of the library is intimately connected to the conceptual values of the book: the library is its fortress; librarians are its guardians. As new media emerge and gain currency, the library seems threatened, a fortress ready to be taken by a marauding hoard of technologies. In this fairytale, the electronic becomes barbaric. Its intangible, ominous ubiquity, its uncontrolably accessibility seems to represent a loss of order, tradition, civilization. In response, the language of the library has become moralistic and defensive. Its rhetoric proclaims a sense of superiority in mission, social responsibility, value... The last decade has revealed an accelerated erosion of the Public Domain—replaced by increasingly sophisticated and entertaining forms of the Private. The essence of the Public is that it is free. Increasingly public space has been replaced by accommodations of quasi-public substance that while suggesting an open invite, actually make you pay. The library stands exposed as outdated and moralistic at the moment that it has become the last repository of the free and the public. Our ambition is to redefine the library as an institution no longer exclusively dedicated to the book, but as an information store where all potent forms of media—new and old—are presented equally and legibly. In an age where information can be accessed anywhere, it is the simultaneity of all media and (more importantly) the curatorialship of their contents that will make the library vital. Flexibility in contemporary libraries is conceived as the creation of generic floors on which almost any activity can happen. Programs are not separated, rooms or individual spaces not given unique characters. In practice, this means that bookcases define generous (though non-descript) reading areas on opening day, but through the collection's relentless expansion, inevitably come to encroach... — See more at: http://architype.org/project/seattle-central-library/?issue_id=415#sthash.riwLeXjl.dpuf
ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS

- Enhanced public outreach capabilities
- Focus on access to information rather than ownership
- Neighborhood anchor
- Focus on people space over book space
OPEN AIR LIBRARY
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Case study of a Pavilion Library in use today.
DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

What is the library’s purpose and legitimacy toward developing a culture of creating as opposed to consuming?

How can the libraries’ inspire to strengthen creativity and innovation as a competition parameter in the knowledge society?

How can the library better connect and inspire our communities?

What are the programmatic possibilities that the new library must offer the users of experiencing, discovering, participating and creating?
Currently the library is an isolating experience, an individualized experience.

Athenaeum experience is about Community connections. Uniting with people that have similar intellectual and knowledge desires. A place to collaborate, learn, interact. (Social media, co-working spaces, and crowd-sourcing creation are opening doors to these ideas)
DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Inspire
Innovate
Create
Engage/Interact
Think
Collaborate
Experience
Learn
Grow
Play
Test
Exchange
OMNIPRESENCE OF THE LIBRARY
Librarians as community nomads. Librarian travels throughout the information environment - coffee houses, city halls, businesses, etc.
We are looking at enriching the learning experience. Taking the book as a starting point, and develop that acquired knowledge into a more immersive experience through interactive panels such as Perceptive Pixel (www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysEVYwa-vHM) which shows the possibility of digging deeper through collaborative research in a graphically interactive way, and through virtual reality enhancing of the physical environment, as with technologies like Aurasma (www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJE1PqE6jgs&noredirect=1) which take personal mobile devices to promote a deeper level of learning experience. The highest value brought on by the explosions of new technologies lies in the power of sharing data, work, or research. The open visibility of sharing information in the public realm could intrinsically become the most important aspect of the library experience.
Customization of the library experience to each user. Libraries should ask and know: where have you been? Where are you going? Libraries should have a client management system that supports each user’s goals in learning, research and interests; that suggests and feeds individuals with additional information that could be very valuable to the client, a concept that Rick Levine, Christopher Locke, Doc Searls, and David Weinberger called The Clue Train Manifesto. As part of our experience in diverse project types, we are exploring such a concept with our retail and education clients, what we call the Customer Data Mapping Process. It is a process that identifies a customer’s journey before, while, and after the experience. It is applicable to all industries as it is a process, but the metrics are customized for each industry. In education, we are looking at it as a way to track a student prior, while, and after they have gone through the learning experience. Such a system would provide Libraries a way to measure their patrons’ needs, wants, and would also suggest innovation to both the virtual and physical environments, and programmatic offerings to transform the user experience.
Need a skill? The public library can help you. The idea being that if you lose your job, and you need to learn something new to stay relevant, the public library will complement the community college as a place to gain new skills, but free. A place that can provide spaces for online collaborative learning, where patrons can take classes online with other patrons that have your similar interests, and where they can have a support group to review information, discuss course topics, or work on a project together. The idea would be that instead of going through courses on your own, you would have time at an equipped space for knowledge development and an inquiry support group with fellow citizens.
INSPIRE

AUDITORIUM SPACE

A place to enhance the Library & community experience. Movies, lectures, kids performances, live online events could occur if such a place was available to patrons. If designed correctly it could even serve as an outdoor movie venue, or event space on the green.
Programmatically, we see a big need for a series of diverse learning spaces where lessons (English as a second language, search methodology classes, technology courses, software lessons, courses, entrepreneurial topics, skills, latest technology demonstrations, etc...) can be taught by the library staff or external instructors. The classrooms could be booked on an as needed basis at a low cost if applicable, again, serving as a revenue generator for libraries.
What if libraries provided a place to tinker with latest products and technologies? The library could partner with manufacturers and vendors to showcase latest products that users could review and learn about without the pressure of purchasing. As a patron you would know that if a new product comes out, you can see it at the library and tinker with it. Partnerships could be created to highlight the latest innovations on research and learning technologies and software.
What if you could design and fabricate, for free, your own equipment, jewelry, shoes, gifts, toys, etc.?
With increasing costs of education, and lowering costs of personal technology and free access to information, self-education may very well be the next frontier. When you have websites like Innocentive (innocentive.com) that will pay you for providing solution to a challenge, or websites like Ohio State University’s that provide 100+ chemistry courses online for free, it’s easy to speculate that at some point it may be more about your ideas than your degree. The public library will be instrumental in providing opportunities and solutions for entrepreneurship; it will be a place where patrons, from different walks of life, can collaborate, on an as needed basis, on projects or on a partnership venture. Impromptu partnerships could be created, similar to what Grind in New York (grindspace.com) has evolved to be: a third place workplace where potential partnerships can sprout at any moment, where entrepreneurship rises outside of the standard venues, and where it is supported by the needed infrastructure, i.e.: teleconference rooms with state of the art technologies, video recording, audio recording, printers, large scale scanners, printers, and screens, etc... in short, a pay as you go workplace. It could become a successful revenue generator for libraries regardless of size.
If thought of as an Athenaeum instead of only a library, this unifying place is where people can come together, a meeting point. A place where you can share what you are reading, or researching, where you can find like-minded people. Where you can collaborate with others in an informal setting. It provokes conversation and facilitates community interactions. It supports the concept of learning anywhere and anytime. It would be a more flexible space, used for various types of events.
The social quality of the Library space could be supported by retail establishments that enhance the continued use of the library such as coffee places, light food retailers, etc. Such strategy would introduce income generating possibilities, and would also allow the “stretching” of the library experience by encouraging patrons to linger longer. Additionally, the presentation of ‘merchandising’ as well as display of knowledge could become critical features of the new user experience.